QH ISOTROPIC FERROMAGNETS.

Isotropic Ferromagnet -NLO(3).
•Spin waves.
•Topological excitations, SKYRMIONS. • ISO-MAGNETISM.
• Capacitive energy <S z >=0.
• Isospin in the xy plane.
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EASY PLANE FERROMAGNET.
Linear Goldstone mode. Bimerons.
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QH-ISING FERROMAGNETS.
•Occurs when the states (n',↑) and (n,↓) cross in energy, at integer filling factor. E z~ħ ω c •Due to the different form of the Landay level wavefunctions the transition is discontinuous.
Playing with subband index and Landau level index it is possible to change the system from easy plane to easy axis.
T.Jungwirth et al. PRL'98
Easy Axis Ferromagnet.
In DQW with large d and n bigger than cero, stripes phases can be stabilyzed.
•Brey and Fertig PRB 2000.
• 
Hamiltonian.
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QH-ISING FERROMAGNETS (2).
Energy functional for isospin textures, F(m(r))..
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QH-ISING FERROMAGNETS (4).
•Phase transition between Ferromagnetic (n=1,↑) and Unpolarized (n=0,↓) phases occurs when, •Large ρ perp , helical phase, 2 nd order.
•Large λ implies 2 nd order. •Solutions are characterized by Q= ∫Φ(y)dy/(2π).
•Q=0.
In Out
•ρ, B and λ so a fan phase is expected, but the Hartree energy prevent this isospin texture.
•SO coupling → isospin pointing in +x direction.
CHARGED DOMAIN WALL (1).
Q=1. Φ(y) rotates from 0 to 2π when going from -∞ to ∞ (soliton).
Relevant charged excitations. Topological charge is equivalent to electric charge.
Solitons ≈ Skyrmions trapped in the DW.
Stiffnes ρ<0. Small solitons. ξ ↓. Spin-Orbit coupling. Small solitons. ξ ↓. Hartree Energy. Large solitons.
ξ ↑.
CHARGED DOMAIN WALL (2).
Energy and size of the soliton at ν=2.
•λ SO (GaAs) ~2x10 -4 to 2x10 -4, Energy≤0.15e 2 /εℓ<< DW Hartree-Fock gap ∼1 e 2 /εℓ.
•Solitons can be the relevant charged excitations in QH-Ising-F in presence of DW.
•In absence of DW, a carrier can create a domain, and get located at the DW.
R HF QP soliton E E R < + γ π
